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THE LOST GRADUATES

“The people who have been living in a world which always 
told them what to do – which made life easy for them and 

told them what the next step was, and put them on an 
escalator so to speak – this world never let them discover their 

weaknesses and failures, not to mention their strengths.”

 — Abraham Maslow

As morning broke in New York, Charlie woke up and shook 
off the night before. His eyes focused to the light and his mind 
realised that yet again, he had nowhere in particular to be. This 
was meant to be liberating, but instead, it felt heavy. For the 
thousandth time in what seemed like months – although it had 
really only been a few weeks since his post-graduation travels to 
Peru – he wished that he didn’t feel like such a loser. He heard 
his parents leave for work and while they didn’t mean to insult 
him by slamming the door, each sound was just a reminder that 
they, unlike him, had a workplace to show up to every morning.

Over the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, Nadia found herself 
squished in a lunchtime queue at a busy Starbucks in central 
London. Her “boss” wanted a skinny soy caramel macchiato, no 
whipped cream, and a skinny blueberry muffin. She had taken 
on an unpaid internship at a well-known glossy magazine and 
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she knew she should be thrilled. She was. Yet she often wished 
that she had the luxury of not having to take on stints like this, 
pseudo-work for pseudo-bosses who were only a year or two 
older than her, and really didn’t seem to be teaching her much 
except more about who she didn’t want to be.

Across the world in Asia, Sam was trying to keep her eyes open 
in the middle of a meeting, up near the top of a skyscraper 
in Kuala Lumpur. She had been up most of the night putting 
the finishing touches on the Powerpoint presentation that her 
colleague was leading the people in the room through. Sam had 
stumbled into this role by accident. Management consulting paid 
well and she was slowly getting used to the business class flights 
and the plush hotels that she never even really got to spend time 
in anyway. Yet she longed for a more creative role, maybe in film 
or in magazines. Or maybe something more meaningful, like 
working for a charity.

In Fiji, Andy was splashing around in the ocean with a few 
children from the village. He loved this life, building a school 
with a charity on this remote island that could not feel further 
away from the large city he had grown up in. Still, he knew 
that it couldn’t last forever. He was having so much fun that it 
often felt too good to be true, and in certain moments, usually 
right before he fell asleep, he would remind himself to enjoy 
this while it lasted, because real life was waiting for him back in 
England. His mind often avoided the question of what he would 
do next, because it was one that he had absolutely no idea how 
to answer.

They had worked hard at school. They had gone to good 
universities. They had graduated with little to no idea of what 
came next. They were hungry to make something of themselves 
yet when they grabbed the opportunities that life handed them, 
something felt like it was missing.
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They thought they were searching for something different to do 
but what they were actually craving was somebody different to 
be. They were scattered all over the globe and they had never 
met one another, but their 3am panic attacks were all laced with 
the same ingredients of chronic anxiety, borderline depression, 
and a sense that all the hard work had been for nothing.

While I met them all at different times, I felt an immediate 
sense of connection to each of them, because they helped me to 
remember the injustice I had felt once leaving university.

* * *

It had taken me a while to realise that the degree I had worked so 
hard for was actually going to do very little by way of navigating 
me once I had graduated. My parents and teachers had always 
led me to believe that as long as I worked hard and got good 
grades, everything would be okay.

It wasn’t like I was homeless, or suffering any real kind of danger 
or hardship. But upon graduation, I felt confused as to what all 
that time and effort and money had been spent on. Had I just 
been jumping through a ton of hoops for no apparent reason?

After the first few hundred conversations I had about this topic 
with various Escape the City members, I started to notice that I 
had not been alone in my thinking. So many of us had expected 
our universities to steer us in some way or another towards the 
next phase of life and had ended up feeling short-changed by 
these institutions.

* * *

Few, I think, felt this as acutely as Charlie.
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THE EDUCATIONAL PONZI SCHEME

“College is nothing more than a baby-sitting service. These 
students are totally unprepared for the real world.”

 — Kelly Cutrone

Was he hungover?

This was one of those mornings where Charlie couldn’t tell.

I’m not, he realised, as his eyes opened. Then he propped himself 
up on his elbows in bed and as his brain started pulsing to the 
Macarena in his skull, he realised he could be wrong.

The past few weeks had been a haze of mornings like this and 
nights like the one before. The main feeling that permeated 
each day was guilt and worthlessness. His parents were being 
ridiculously nice about everything and he was grateful for it, but 
sometimes he wished they were a little harder on him.

“What did you get up to today?” His mother would ask sweetly, 
and sometimes he wanted to snap at her, but then he would 
catch himself and force himself to reply calmly.

“Just applied for stuff online.”

To jobs that I don’t want, which I highly doubt I’ll get, he 
wanted to say.

Sometimes he looked around and wondered – was this what they 
had been working so hard for? Was this what he was meant to be 
doing? Sitting at home, applying to companies online who never 
even replied to him?

Maybe this was a quarter-life crisis, he mused.

* * *
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When I met Charlie, I told him that back in as early as 2001, 
Abby Wilner and Alexandra Robbins wrote an article called, 
“QuarterLife crisis, the Unique Challenges of Life in your 
Twenties.” It argued that a young person struggles greatly in the 
transition from education to working life – that the real world is 
harsher than they could have predicted; that life costs more than 
they expected; and that instead of having frequent performance 
feedback and visible milestones they are, for the first time, 
suddenly in charge of their own fates – and they realise, that 
they have no idea what they want.

The term caught on, and at least every year since, some 
major publication in some part of the world hooked onto this 
sociological trend – the Boston Globe ran “The QuarterLife 
Crisis” in 2004; TIME ran the “Grow Up? Not so fast” piece in 
2005; “The Odyssey Generation just won’t grow up” appeared in 
the Sunday Times in 2007; and in August 2010, the New York 
Times asked: “What is it about 20somethings?”

TIME’s 2005 piece wrote, “Parents were baffled when their 
expensively educated, otherwise well-adjusted 23-year-old 
children wound up sobbing in their old bedrooms, paralyzed by 
indecision.”

What frustrated me about this was that this “quarter-life 
crisis” term seemed like a huge over-simplification of a pretty 
significant trend. The label made any upset millennial seem like 
an over-thinking navel-gazer, when actually, what millennials 
are facing is a world in which their parents and teachers cannot 
guide them, because the world has so drastically changed in 
recent decades.

Before the level of mobility that we experience now, identity 
was inherited as opposed to constructed. Nowadays, we are free 
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to write our own lives, but with that freedom we also have the 
potential to get it wrong.

In this era of extended adolescence, we are dealing with what 
sociologist Zygmont Bauman called “liquid modernity.” The 
existential angst overshadowing the millennial subconscious 
means that we can find ourselves torn between freedom and 
security. Creating a liveable balance between the two – embracing 
responsibility without feeling suffocated by commitments – is a 
new challenge.

In increasingly globalised, mobile, digital circumstances, this 
new liquidity means that our mash-up life stories can be arranged 
and dissembled in whatever city we choose – the paths are no 
longer as straightforward or as clear, because they are no longer 
inherited. The idea that we construct our identities, rather than 
inheriting them, strikes at the root of this new existential anxiety.

The trouble, I explained to Charlie, is when we rely on traditional 
educational institutions to navigate us out of this quandary, 
when in fact, the new worthlessness of certain degrees is half 
the issue. We need to treat getting a credential and getting an 
education as separate tasks. These days, an undergraduate degree 
(especially an Arts degree) tends to be more of a social signal 
rather than a prescription of what to do with the rest of your 
life. It can be like a passport as opposed to a boarding pass: we 
need it in order to leave the country, but we have to make up our 
own mind about where it is that we want to go.

Charlie had reached a point where he felt completely stagnant. 
When you leave university, and you’re trying to find a job, 
but nobody will employ you because you don’t have any work 
experience, you start to feel like perhaps there’s little point in 
even trying. I understood what he was going through – it was 
easy to feel like a victim of what I liked to call the Educational 
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Ponzi Scheme. However, painting ourselves as victims was not 
going to help anybody.

I told Charlie that it might help if he educated himself on the 
broader context of academic inflation.

Academic inflation refers to the idea that if everyone has a 
bachelor’s degree, that means to stand out from the crowd, you 
need a master’s degree. But as soon as everyone gets a master’s 
degree too, you then need a PhD to stand out.

One of the best books I read on the changing function of higher 
education was The Global Auction, written by professors at 
universities in the United Kingdom. They argue that the idea 
of “more education is better” has been a widely accepted belief 
of developed economies. It seems to be a universal belief that 
college diplomas bestow upon Americans and Europeans a 
competitive advantage in the global knowledge wars.

However, they challenge such views about how the global 
economy really works. They break apart conventional wisdom 
that encourages higher education as the path for the lower 
class to become middle class and the middle class to become 
prosperous. Instead, they explore how, as world economies have 
become more integrated and networked, the market value of 
American workers is no longer compared to local citizens, but 
rather is part of a global auction for jobs.

They argue that economists who compare America, Britain, and 
Germany as head nations (brains) and China and India as body 
nations (brawn) have overlooked that the new global economy 
has allowed emerging economies to create a high-skill, low-wage 
workforce more than able to compete for hi-tech, high-value 
employment in the head nations.

Historically, college-educated Americans were protected from 
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price competition as long as educated talent was either in limited 
supply or only available from equally expensive countries like 
Britain, Germany, and Japan. Now, the authors argue, there is 
a price competition for expertise. There has been a doubling of 
the supply of college educated workers in affluent and emerging 
countries over the past decade, plus companies have invested in 
technologies to increasingly standardise certain jobs.

There is now an “opportunity trap” which happens when 
everyone works toward the same strategy such as earning a 
bachelor’s degree or working longer hours to impress the boss. 
However, the authors argue that most people will view education 
as a defensive expenditure, necessary to have any chance at 
improving the middle class standard of living.

Reading The Global Auction solidified some suspicions I’d had 
about a credential being a social signal more than anything else. 
It was part of a larger debate I had been watching play out, 
and one of the most interesting leaders in the debate was Peter 
Thiel, an entrepreneur and billionaire investor who argued that 
education was one of the last remaining bubbles in America. 
Students pay a ton of money to attend school, fall into a debt 
that cannot be erased, and leave school with little to show except 
a piece of paper.

Arguing that real-world work experience outweighed going to 
class, Thiel offered to grant a hundred thousand dollars each to a 
high-potential group of students who drop out of college. Known 
as the Thiel Felowship, it was an example of an investor putting 
their money where their mouth was in terms of reshaping how 
education was delivered. I found his opinions on the education 
bubble fascinating.

“A true bubble is when something is overvalued and intensely 
believed,” he said. “Education may be the only thing people still 
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believe in in the United States. To question education is really 
dangerous. It is the absolute taboo.”

He argues that like the housing bubble, the education bubble 
is about security and insurance against the future. Like the 
housing bubble, excesses are excused by a core collective belief 
that no matter what happens, this is a solid investment. There is 
a strong desire to believe that you will always make more money 
if you are college educated. While based in truth, the bubble 
gets pushed to unhealthy levels when people kid themselves into 
thinking that with this investment they are “set” for life.

Whether you called it a bubble or the Educational Ponzi Scheme 
or plain old academic inflation just getting worse, it clearly 
sucked not only for the graduates who had invested so much in 
their institutions but also the parents who often had to host them 
post-university, at a time when these graduates were meant to be 
out there making it on their own in the world. Charlie could 
see that while his parents thought the answer lay in applying to 
companies online, it was not necessarily going to be that simple.

THE RISE OF UNPAID INTERNSHIPS

“The rich get richer or stay rich, in other words, thanks 
in part to prized internships, while the poor get poorer 

because they’re barred from the world of white-collar work, 
where high salaries are increasingly concentrated.”

 — Ross Perlin

The heart of what Charlie was struggling with was that he knew 
he had to do some kind of internship, but it was most likely 
going to be unpaid, and he had no idea how to broach this with 
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his parents. As he talked about what he was experiencing, I told 
him about the concept of shame.

“What personally frustrates me with the Educational Ponzi 
Scheme is the shame that it provokes in those who leave 
university not knowing what to do next (which I would argue is 
most people who do generalist degrees),” I explained. “Shame is 
a feeling of being wrong, and can be differentiated from guilt, 
which is the feeling of having done wrong.” Shame is the root 
cause of so much depression.

I found it unfair that while credentials have become more 
expensive and arguably more necessary as a social signal, they 
remain largely futile in terms of career guidance. I saw that 
increasing armies of graduates started to feel like because their 
degrees had turned out to be kind of worthless, they then felt 
kind of worthless too.

It seems fair for a slight gap to exist between where education 
leaves off and employment begins. However, it seems unfair 
that the gap stretches so broad that a graduate has to then work 
(unpaid) in order to compensate for the gaps of the degree that 
they have spent thousands to earn.

What this injustice fosters is an environment that Ross Perlin 
examines in Intern Nation. Perlin argues that internships have 
exploded in numbers as they have basically become a requirement 
to gain entry to the labor market, though Perlin views them as “a 
form of mass exploitation hidden in plain sight”. He claims that 
a large share of interns are unethical if not illegal.

He talks about the resumé “arms race” where an internship 
becomes less of a learning experience and instead yet another 
social signal to future employes. He argues that not only do 
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unpaid internships devalue work, but they have also become a 
site of reproduction of privilege:

“Many internships, especially the small but influential sliver of 
unpaid and glamorous ones, are the preserve of the upper-middle 
class and the super rich. These internships provide the already 
privileged with a significant head start that pays professional 
and financial dividends over time, as boosters never tire of 
repeating.”

While I completely agree with Perlin’s observations, I would add 
that there does not need to be such a strict level of determinism 
when it comes to class mobility. While an internship can provide 
a significant head start, I believe that most successful people 
reach where they are because of a series of opportunities, and 
I wonder if there is an over-emphasis or exaggeration on the 
internship as a magic-bullet solution.

An internship can lead to a valuable mentor but there are other 
ways to gain access to what an internship can provide. However, 
Perlin makes some strong points about the role of class in these 
debates, such as the following:

“For the well-to-do and wealthy families seeking to guarantee 
their offspring’s future prosperity, internships are a powerful 
investment vehicle, and an instrument of self-preservation in the 
same category as private tutoring, exclusive schools, and trust 
funds. Meanwhile, a vast group of low – and middle-income 
families stretch their finances thin to afford thankless unpaid 
positions, which are less and less likely to lead to real work, and 
a forgotten majority can’t afford to play the game at all.”

Charlie’s shame came from the fact that he was from a well-off 
family who could afford to have him lounge around home while 
he perused online jobs boards. He had gone to a good school, 
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a good university, and now, when he was meant to be a good 
young man going off to his good new job, he had nothing to 
show his parents for the investment they had made in him. This 
is what was making him feel particularly useless as a human 
being. Was he being too fussy? Should he really be searching for 
a job he loved or should he just accept whatever came along?

When I talked to Charlie about the issue, I told him about an 
article by Miya Tokumitsu, discussing how the “do what you 
love (DWYL)” mantra hides the fact that being able to choose 
a career primarily for personal reward is a privilege, a sign of 
socioeconomic class. Thus DWL becomes “a secret handshake of 
the privileged and a worldview that disguises its elitism as noble 
self-betterment.” Since this was the very name of a workshop 
series that I had designed at Escape the City, and a strong 
element of Escape the City’s ethos in general, I felt particularly 
interested in the points the article raised, specifically:

“While DWYL seems harmless and precious, it is self-focused to 
the point of narcissism. One consequence of this isolation is the 
division that DWYL creates among workers, largely along class 
lines. Work becomes divided into two opposing classes: that 
which is lovable (creative, intellectual, socially prestigious) and 
that which is not (repetitive, unintellectual, undistinguished). 
Those in the lovable-work camp are vastly more privileged in 
terms of wealth, social status, education, society’s racial biases, 
and political clout, while comprising a small minority of the 
workforce.”

I told Charlie how reading that article had made me feel like I 
should apologise, though what the author was describing wasn’t 
my fault. I was lucky enough to be able to search for work I loved. 
Did that make me “self-focused to the point of narcissistic”, as 
Tokumitsu put it?
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The conclusion that Charlie and I settled on was that everyone 
is born with certain advantages and disadvantages. Privilege 
has always existed and shall always continue to exist. There 
will always be someone more privileged than you and there will 
always be someone less so too. The best we can do, surely, is 
to make the most of whatever privileges we have been given to 
improve the experiences of others.

After all, while I fell into the “loveable-work camp” of “privileged 
people” that Tokumitsu describes, a point that resonated with 
me from Tokumitsu’s assessment was the observation that the 
industries most heavily reliant on interns (fashion, media, and 
the arts) happen to be feminised. As Tokumitsu says, “Women 
are supposed to do work because they are natural nurturers and 
are eager to please; after all, they’ve been doing uncompensated 
child care, elder care, and housework since time immemorial.”

So I might have a socioeconomic advantage on the one hand, 
but apparently, a gender disadvantage on the other. Do I choose 
to focus on all the advantages I’ve been lucky enough to have 
been given, or on what some might call a disadvantage? Which 
approach, I asked Charlie, do you think would empower me 
more in the long run?

After all, I told Charlie, privilege comes with its own set of 
questions. It wasn’t like the high-flying corporate workers who 
seemed to be at the golden end of the spectrum had it all figured 
out. As I had seen from Escape the City and meeting members 
like Sam, while having a secure salary might symbolise a certain 
level of freedom, a prestigious job title was also the source of its 
own set of issues.
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A GOLD-STARRED SLEEPWALK

“Some of the most talented individuals in the world 
find themselves stuck in an unending holding pattern, 

a professional gray zone housing those who have the 
most options of all and have failed to convert any of 

them for fear of missing out on all the others.”

— Daniel Gulati

Sam was a management consultant based in New York but 
stationed in Kuala Lumpur on a three-month project. One 
morning, she looked in the mirror and felt like she had aged 
eight years in the past six months. She had been ecstatic when 
she’d landed a job with her current company.

She loved the way it felt to hand over her business card. While 
she complained about them on the surface, secretly she loved 
these all-nighters, the rush of getting something ready by a 
seemingly impossible deadline.

She hated feeling like her life revolved around work. She hated 
how little she got to see her friends. She loved the hotels but 
she hated the constant travel. She loved the pay cheque but she 
hated what it cost her.

If there was some kind of major event then perhaps she would’ve 
had to reconsider, because she knew that this wasn’t a way to live 
a life. This wasn’t the way that she wanted to live forever. She’d 
had interests, once upon a time. She’d created things, joined 
groups, she’d had friends she would spend entire weekends with. 
Now it seemed too indulgent to have that much of a social 
life. Any spare time she did have these days, she spent on the 
treadmill or on FaceTime with her boyfriend back in New York.

Was it worth it? She never had the time or energy or interest 
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to truly ask herself that question. She’d been so caught up in 
her head that sometimes she felt the distinct lack of energy 
emanating from her heart, like it had been told to shut up, and 
had been so scarred by the experience that it retreated into a 
silent exile.

It hit her sometimes, right before a meeting began, when she was 
sitting in a conference room by herself. Alone with her thoughts, 
in the pause after she realised that there was nothing left to 
prepare before the others stepped into the room, life would seem 
eerily still.

For a few calm, terrifying moments, she’d hover above herself 
and see that she had become a glorified secretary for the 
balance sheets of massive companies who would never register 
her existence. She and her colleagues were all just cogs in a 
meaningless machine, pretending they were important, talking 
about projections, making arguments and analyses, detailing 
hypothetical situations so much and so often that sometimes she 
felt like she herself was becoming a hypothetical person.

* * *

When I met Sam, the first book I pointed her towards was 
Excellent Sheep: The Miseducation of the American Elite and the 
Way to a Meaningful Life, by former Yale professor William 
Deresiewicz. When she described that she had been feeling 
like a ghost version of her former self, I told her about how 
Deresiewicz described today’s Ivy League as a highly competent 
zombie factory:

“The system manufactures students who are smart and talented 
and driven, yes, but also anxious, timid, and lost, with little 
intellectual curiosity and stunted sense of purpose: trapped in a 
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bubble of privilege, heading meekly in the same direction, great 
at what they’re doing but with no idea why they’re doing it.”

These days, Deresiewicz says, most smart and energetic young 
people have the opportunity to live a life of meaning and 
purpose and still make a decent living. As he explains, “This is a 
very rare opportunity in human history, and the only thing that 
can screw it up for you is if you allow yourself to buy into the 
kind of standards that the system works so hard to instil, that 
desperate need for the constant affirmation of credentials and 
gold stars, whether in the form of A’s or of ultra-high salaries 
and prestigious titles.”

He talks about how American society is so wealthy that most 
of its young people can live comfortably as a teacher or civil 
rights lawyer or artist. Though a person may be confined to 
an ordinary house instead of a Manhattan penthouse or L.A. 
mansion and drive a Honda instead of a BMW, he asks, “What 
are such losses when set against the opportunity to do work you 
believe in, work you’re suited for, work you love, every day of 
your life?”

In an essay preceding his book, The Disadvantages of an Elite 
Education, he talks about how Ivy League high-achievers chastise 
themselves with guilt over “squandering the opportunities” their 
parents worked hard to provide. He describes how those who 
might dream of becoming schoolteachers trip up on the following 
internal monologue: “What will my friends think? How will I 
face my classmates at our 20th reunion, when they’re all rich 
lawyers or important people in New York? And the question that 
lies behind all these: ‘Isn’t it beneath me?’ So a whole universe of 
possibility closes, and you miss your true calling.”

Sam told me that she could completely relate to what Deresiewicz 
described and that in many ways, although she was getting paid 
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a lot of money, she was starting to wonder what her salary was 
costing her.

“This isn’t what I want to do for the next twenty years,” she 
confessed. “I’m just not sure where I’d even start if I left this 
though.”

While I could have said to Sam that she, like Charlie, was simply 
feeling the after-effects of the Educational Ponzi Scheme, I 
wasn’t sure how much that would help her. I wanted to point 
out that if she were to change career paths, she might in fact 
have to do an unpaid internship or two, which would be a sharp 
difference from the salary bracket she was on at the moment. 
I knew that the notion of “excellent sheep” had helped her to 
understand that she was not alone but I also felt like part of her 
liked being one of the excellent sheep. She might be unhappy 
but at least she was safe.

So how do we know where to start, when we’re sure we don’t 
want to be doing what we’re currently doing, but we have no idea 
what to do if not this? This was the central question that Escape 
the City was set up to help people answer. Through exploring it 
over the years, I came up with the LEAN framework, which we 
explore in the following chapter.


